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Abstract - The images captured by various satellites are high resolution images will also provide some distortion compared with 

original image. To avoid this problem we have number of basic transformations of image. Out of those, some frequently used 

fusion techniques namely IHS, PCA and Wavelet are discussed in this paper. Out of these three fusion methods, wavelet 

method is compared with two different fused rules. Improved DWT methods are, DWT using spatial frequency and DWT 

using mean max standard deviation. The proposed method (Improved DWT) performs better quality of fused image with good 

spatial and spectral resolution. This work addresses the increase in spectral distortion, entropy, mean, mutual information and 

standard deviation of fused image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Image fusion is the process that combines information 
from multiple images of the same scene. These images 

may be captured from different sensors, acquired at 

different times, or having different spatial and spectral 

characteristics. The object of the image fusion is to retain 

the most desirable characteristics of each image. With the 

availability of multisensor data in many fields, image 

fusion has been receiving increasing attention in the 

researches for a wide Spectrum of applications. 

 

The major restriction in pan sharpening of image 

technique is to maintain original spectral information 
without any problem. The most frequently existing fusion 

techniques are Intensity-Hue- Saturation (IHS), Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) and Wavelet transformation. 

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is widely used as 

multiresolution analysis tool in image processing. Mallat 

has proposed the multiresolution representation of signals 

based on wavelet decomposition in his pioneer work. 

 

The wavelet theory provides a general mathematical 

framework for decomposition of an image into 

components at different scale and with different 
resolutions and detailed theory is described in. In 

proposed algorithm, DWT is used because of its ability of 

multiscale transform and allowing simultaneous access to 

decomposed images in terms of detailed and low 

frequency content of images at different decomposition 

level. The coefficients of transformed domain 

decomposed approximation and detail images (sub-band 

images) are essential features, which are useful for image 

fusion. Decomposed images are more appropriate for 

segmentation to extract 

 

Maximal features for region based fusion. The features 

derived from DWT transformed images are used to 

segment source images accurately because of multiscale 

approach. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 

1. IHS Method: 

The IHS method is nothing but I-intensity, H-hue and S-

saturation method. It will separate spatial (Intensity) 

component and spectral (Hue, Saturation) component data 

in given image to be fused. Then gray scale (PAN) image 

will replace the intensity section. Finally, the reverse 

transform of IHS method is done to obtain the fused 
image [1]. We are using both multispectral and 

panchromatic images as the inputs for IHS method. From 

the R, G, and B components of multispectral image only 

we can obtain the I, H and S components. 

 

The IHS technique is one of the most commonly used 

fusion techniques for sharpening. It has become a 

standard procedure in image analysis for color 

enhancement, feature enhancement, improvement of 

spatial resolution and the fusion of disparate data sets. In 

the IHS space, spectral information is mostly reflected on 
the hue and the saturation. From the visual system, one 

can conclude that the intensity change has little effect on 

the spectral information and is easy to deal with. For the 

fusion of the high-resolution and multispectral remote 

sensing images, the goal is ensuring the spectral 

information and adding the detail information of high 

spatial resolution, therefore, the fusion is even more 

adequate for treatment in IHS space values. 
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Fig.1. IHS Image Fusion Method. 

 
The goal is ensuring the spectral information and adding 

the detail information of high spatial resolution, therefore, 

the fusion is even more adequate for treatment in IHS 

space values. Most literature recognizes IHS as a third-

order method because it employs a 3×3 matrix as its 

transform kernel in the RGB IHS conversion model. 

Many published studies show that various HIS 

transformations, which have some important differences 

in the values of the matrix, are used, which that 

description below. Here, this study denoted IHS1, IHS2, 

IHS3 …etc refer to the formula that used and R = Red, G 

= Green, B = Blue I = Intensity, H = Hue, S = Saturation. 
The Algorithm for IHS Method as Follows: 

Step 1: Get the input for the IHS fusion method i.e. PAN 

and MS image. 

Step 2: The multispectral image will get divided into 

RGB components and then they get transformed as IHS 

(Intensity Hue and Saturation) individually. 

Step 3: The intensity component will get replaced by 

PAN image. 

Step 4: The merging (concatenation) of MS and PAN 

image is done.  

Step 5: Concatenation done for this input has made to 

receive new components. 
Step 6: These components will gives the result of high 

resolution image.  

 

2. PCA Method: 

The PCA method will mainly focused at transforming the 

huge data variables into a reduced component in general. 

But the smaller set of variables having greater information 

that are available in larger set of variables. A compact set 

analyzed and interpret in an efficient way. 

PCA (Principle Component Analysis is widely used in 

image processing, especially in image compression. Also, 
it is called the Karhunen-Leove transform KLT or the 

Hotelling transform. Principal components analysis PCA 

is a statistical procedure that allows finding a reduced 

number of dimensions that account for the maximum 

possible amount of variance in the data matrix. The PCA 

basis vectors are the eigenvector of the covariance matrix 

of the input data. This is useful for exploratory analysis of 

multivariate data as the new dimensions called principal 

components PCs. A reduced dimension can be formed by 

choosing the PCs associated with the highest eigenvalues. 

So, we can consider KLT as a unique transform which 

decorellates its input. Calculating a principal components 
analysis is relatively simple and depends on some 

characteristics associated with matrices eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors.  

 

The Algorithm for PCA Method as Follows: 

Step 1: PCA method will mainly work depends on the 

principal component. Principal component in sense the 

Eigen values of each row element in the matrix (image). 

Step 2: Correlation matrix is the relation between the 

covariance and the standard deviation. Finding the Eigen 

value and Eigen vector is very much possible, since the 
covariance matrix is symmetric in this method. 

Step 3: Largest Eigen value is the first principal 

component with high distinction, it is greatest for gray 

scale images, for color images it need three principal 

components for Red, Green and Blue. 

Step 4: Red (first principal Component) will have high 

contrast and, more information. 

Step 5: Green (next principal component) limited range 

then blue (final principal component) with smaller value, 

these Components produce fused image in uncorrelated 

form and also produce spectral distortion. This can be 

overcome by extra conversion. 
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Step 6: In PCA to overcome the color distortion Non Sub 

sampled Contour let transform (NSCT) is fused [2]. 

 
Fig.2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Method. 

 
3. Wavelet Method Definition (Wavelet): 

A wavelet means a small wave (the sinusoids used in 

Fourier analysis are big waves) and in brief, a wavelet is 

an oscillation that decays quickly. 

Image Fusion is defined as the task or technique of 

combining two or more images into a single image. The 
new single image retains important information from each 

input image. Image fusion is a powerful tool used to 

increase the quality of image.  

 

Image fusion increases reliability, decreases uncertainty 

and storage cost by a single informative image than 

storing multiple images Image fusion can take place at 

three different levels pixel feature, decision level Image 

fusion technique can be classified into two categories 

Direct Image Fusion and Multi resolution Image Fusion. 

Multiresolution Image fusion techniques based on pixel 

level fusion methods. Multi Resolution fusion uses 
wavelet and multiwavelet transform at multi scale for the 

representation of the input images.  

 

Wavelet transform in multiresolution can provide good 

localization in both frequency and space domains. In 

comparision with other multiscale transforms, the discrete 

wavelet transform is more compact, and give detail about 

directional information in the low-low, high-low, low-

high, and high-high bands, and contains unique 

information at different resolutions. A multiwavelet 

system provides perfect reconstruction also preserve 
length (orthogonality), good performance at the 

boundaries, and a high order of approximation.  The 

Algorithm for Wavelet Based Image Fusion(DWT): 

Step 1: Decompose a high resolution PAN image to a low 

resolution set PAN  

Images combined with wavelet coefficients at every level. 

Step 2: Decompose a low resolution MS image to a low 

resolution set MS  

Images combined with wavelet coefficients at all level. 

Step 3: Substitute a low resolution MS images with LL 

(sub image) component 

of a PAN image and a MS band. 

Step 4: Perform the inverse wavelet transform to translate 

the decomposed 

 PAN image to original PAN image set is replaced at 

resolution level. 

 
Fig.3. Wavelet Method of Image Fusion(DWT). 

 

 

III. PROPOSED IMAGE FUSION 

METHOD. 

 
1. Improved DWT(DWT-SF): 

The spatial frequency, which originated from the human 

visual system, indicates the overall active level in an 

image. The human visual system is too complex to be 

fully understood with present physiological means, but 

the use of spatial frequency has led to an effective 

objective quality index for image fusion. The spatial 

frequency of an image block is defined as follows: 
Consider an image of size M • N, where M equals the 

number of rows and N the number of columns [5]. The 

row (RF) and column (CF) frequencies of the image block 

are given by 
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Where F(m,n) is the gray value of pixel at 

position (m,n) of image F. 
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The total spatial frequency of the image is then 
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Compare the spatial frequency of the  

corresponding regions of the two source images 

to decide which should be used to construct the fused 

image. 

 SFSF1

SFSF1

a1

a2

Z1







 
(4)   

Where Z1 is the 1st region of the fused image, 

SF1 and SF are the spatial frequencies of the 1st region of 

image A and B, respectively. 

 
The Algorithm for Wavelet Based Image Fusion 

Comparing with Spatial Frequency: 

Step1: Take the MS image and PAN image as the both 

two inputs of the wavelet method. 

Step 2: Decompose a high resolution PAN image to a low 

resolution set PAN images combined with wavelet 

coefficients at every level. 

Step 3: Decompose a low resolution MS image to a low 

resolution set MS images combined with wavelet 
coefficients at all level. 

Step4: Perform the spatial frequency to all sub bands of 

each MS and PAN images.   

Step 5: compare the spatial frequencies of all sub bands of 

the each MS and PAN images.   

Step 6: Perform the inverse wavelet transform to translate 

the decomposed resultant images to obtain the fused 

image. 

 
Fig.4. Wavelet Method of Image Fusion using Spatial 

Frequency. 

 

2. Improved DWT(DWT-MMS): 
Here new statistical parameter based fusion rule Mean 

Max Standard deviation (MMS) is introduced. MMS is an 

effective fusion rule to capture desired information from 

multimodality images. This proposed fusion rule exploits 

standard deviation and mean value of images [7]. The 

MMS is described as 

MaxRa

SDa

MEa
MMSa ,.

 

 

(5)   
where MEAn,SDAn,RAn,Max are mean, 

standard deviation and maximum intensity value of nth 

segmented region of image IA respectively[5]. 

The advantage of using MMS is that it provides 

a good parameter to extract a region with more critical 

details. This evident from simulation results described 

later in this paper. MMS based fusion rule is very 

important in the case of multimodality images. This is 

evident from the following example. SD is high and ME 

is low where in images captured using sensors like MMW 
and IR have ME value high and SD is low so in our 

algorithm we have used both SD and ME with maximum 

intensity value Ran,max to derive new parameter 

MMS[10]. From the experiments, it is observed that the 

low value of MMS is desired to capture critical regions 

from the sensor images. The fusion rule 2 is described as 

below. 

                              

 BnMMSAnMMS
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(6)     

 Intermediate fused image Ifa1 is generated by fusion rule 

2 which is applied for multimodality images and first 

fusion rule is applied for multifocal images. only region 

based image fusion algorithm is applied as described in  

with SF fusion rule. It is clearly seen from the results that 

the MMS rule is very effective to generate good quality 

fused image for multimodality source images. 

 

The Algorithm for Wavelet Based Image Fusion 

Comparing with Mean Max Standard Deviation: 
Step1: Take the MS image and PAN image as the both 

two inputs of the wavelet method. 

Step 2: Decompose a high resolution PAN image to a low 

resolution set PAN images combined with wavelet 

coefficients at every level. 

Step 3: Decompose a low resolution MS image to a low 

resolution set MS images combined with wavelet 

coefficients at all level. 

Step4: Perform the mean max std deviation to all sub 

bands of each MS and PAN images.   

Step 5: Compare the mean max std deviation of all sub 

bands of each MS and PAN images.      
Step 6: Perform the inverse wavelet transform to translate 

the decomposed resultant images to obtain the fused 

image. 
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Fig.5. Wavelet Method of Image Fusion using Mean Max 

Standard Deviation. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The methods we discussed above (IHS, PCA and wavelet 

transformation (DWT using SF, DWT using MMSD)) are 

touchstone methods for image fusion in remote sensing 

application, which operates under spatial and Spectral 

domain. But these methods will generally produce 
spectral degradation. To overcome the problem in the 

standard methods, several methods are found with new 

approaches and for the improvement. In image processing 

wavelet methods are becomes very useful tool for image 

fusion. The variety of wavelet based method will also 

available. Considering color distortion problem [4,6], 

wavelet-based fusion techniques will be better than other 

standard methods. But exchange will takes greater 

complexity and cost. Some of the quality parameters to 

evaluate the fused image are discussed in the tables 

below. 

For Input-1 (satellite captured multispectral and 
panchromatic images) 

 
 

Fig-6:out put results of Input-1 using various fusion 

methods.(a) low resolution multispectral images 

input,(b)high resolution panchromatic image as 

input,(c)fused image using IHS method,(d)fused image 

using PCA method,(e)fused image using DWT 

method,(f)fused image using  Improved DWT(SF) 

method and (g) fused image using  Improved 

DWT(MMS) method. 

 

Table I: Experimental Resul For Fig-6(Input-1). 

 

Fusion Method Mean Entropy S. D M.I 

IHS Method 0.186 6.612 0.126 0.248 

PCA Method 0.276 7.296 0.168 0.355 

D.W.T Method 0.317 7.565 0.206 0.854 

Proposed 

Method(DWT-

SF) 

0.227 7.254 0.201 0.854 

Proposed 

Method(DWT-

MMS)  

0.317 7.569 0.206 0.854 

 
For Input-2 (satellite captured multispectral and 

panchromatic images). 

 
Fig-7:out put results of the Input-2 using various fusion 

methods.(a) low resolution multispectral images 

input,(b)high resolution panchromatic image as 

input,(c)fused image using IHS method,(d)fused image 

using PCA method,(e)fused image using DWT 
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method,(f)fused image using  Improved DWT(SF) 

method and (g) fused image using  Improved 

DWT(MMS) method. 

 

Table-II: Experimental Resul For Fig-7(Input2) 

 

Fusion 

Method 
Mean Entropy S. D M.I 

IHS Method 0.413 7.251 0.148 0.805 

PCA Method 0.413 7.248 0.147 0.738 

D.W.T 

Method 
0.423 7.416 0.173 1.694 

Proposed 

Method(DW

T-SF) 

0.423 7.423 0.17 1.718 

Proposed 

Method(DW

T-MMS) 

0.423 7.433 0.176 1.718 

 

For Input-3(satellite captured multispectral and 

panchromatic images) 

 

 
Fig-8:out put results of Input-3 using various fusion 
methods.(a) low resolution multispectral images 

input,(b)high resolution panchromatic image as 

input,(c)fused image using IHS method,(d)fused image 

using PCA method,(e)fused image using DWT 

method,(f)fused image using  Improved DWT(SF) 

method and (g) fused image using  Improved 

DWT(MMS) method. 

 

Table III: Experimental Resul For Fig-8(Input-3) 

 

As we observed in above all the output results given in 

the figures (4.1-4.3), and the Quality Parameter which are 

calculated in the above mentioned tables (4.1-4.3) 

Improved Wavelet method using Mean Max Standard 

Deviation (DWT-MMS) gives the better results as 

compare with remaining three fusion techniques including 
with Improved Wavelet method using Spatial Frequency 

(DWT-SF). 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The expectation of users is to obtain the visually beautiful 
image as original image after the fusion. The more 

accurate resultant image with exact details of color will be 

obtained finally in transformation. The wavelet will 

considered as providing better enhanced image without 

more distortion. It has greater correlation between fused 

and original image considering other methods. Out of the 

two methods which are used as the fusion rules in the 

wavelet method using of mean max standard deviation 

gives the better output including with parameter results 

than the wavelet method using of spatial frequency. The 

PCA will also provide a better value of result. It will gives 

only less modification in spectral and spatial information 
than original image. Comparing all fusion methods which 

are used in this paper, out of four methods DWT-MMS is 

the best method for image fusion based on keen 

observations. 
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